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ABSTRACT

Significant advances have been made in understanding the key climate factors responsible for tropical

cyclone (TC) activity, yet any theory that estimates likelihood of observed TC formation rates from mean

climate states remains elusive. The present study investigates how the extremes of observed TC genesis

(TCG) frequency during peak TC seasons are interrelated with distinct changes in the large-scale climate

conditions over different ocean basins using the global International Best Track Archive for Climate

Stewardship (IBTrACS) dataset and ERA-Interim for the period 1979–2014. Peak TC seasons with signifi-

cantly high and low TCG frequency are identified for five major ocean basins, and their substantial spatial

changes in TCG are noted with regionally distinct differences. To explore the possible climate link behind

such changes, a suite of potentially relevant dynamic and thermodynamic climate conditions is analyzed.

Results indicate that the observed changes in extreme TCG frequency are closely linked with distinct

dominance of specific dynamic and thermodynamic climate conditions over different regions. While the

combined influences of dynamic and thermodynamic climate conditions are found to be necessary for

modulating TC formation rate over the North Atlantic, eastern Pacific, and southern Indian Oceans, sig-

nificant changes in large-scale dynamic conditions appear to solely control the TCG frequency over the

western Pacific and South Pacific basins. Estimation of the fractional changes in genesis-weighted climate

conditions also indicates the coherent but distinct competing effects of different climate conditions on TCG

frequency. The present study further points out the need for revising the existing genesis indices for estimating

TCG frequency over individual basins.

1. Introduction

Understanding and modeling the fundamental link

between large-scale climate and the statistical distribu-

tion of tropical cyclone (TC) activity (e.g., genesis, de-

velopment, intensity, and frequency) is important both

for scientific and socioeconomic reasons (Knutson et al.

2010; Peduzzi et al. 2012). This is partly because TCs

form and develop only under certain restricted dynamic

and thermodynamic climatic conditions (Gray 1968;

McBride and Zehr 1981), and therefore any variation of

these conditions leads to substantial TC modulation.

Since the pioneering work of Gray (1968), various em-

pirical ideas and techniques have been proposed to

provide insights into the relationship between climate

and TC activity (e.g., Gray 1984; Holland 1997; Landsea

et al. 1999; Emanuel and Nolan 2004; Camargo et al.

2007; Emanuel 2010; Tippett et al. 2011; Bruyère et al.

2012). Although significant advances have been made in

identifying the key climate factors responsible for TC

genesis (TCG) and development, there is little theoret-

ical guidance that quantitatively establishes the likeli-

hood of TCG frequency given specific large-scale

climate conditions (Camargo and Hsiang 2015; Walsh

et al. 2016).

Statistics show that every year about 80–90 TCs form

worldwide (Gray 1979; Frank andYoung 2007), while TC

records from various basins indicate large interannual

changes in TCG frequency with notable regional dif-

ferences (e.g., Gray 1984; Chia and Ropelewski 2002;

Camargo and Sobel 2005; Chen et al. 2006; Vincent et al.

2011; Zhang and Wang 2015). Such large high–low vari-

ations in TCG frequency over different ocean basins

could be driven in part by differing changes in the large-

scale climate conditions. However, our knowledge is still
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limited regarding how precisely the large-scale dynamic

and thermodynamic climate conditions determine the

basinwise statistical extremes of TCG frequency during

‘‘peak’’ (or ‘‘active’’) TC seasons (defined as the season

with maximum TCG in each basin), in particular the

differing relationships between basins. The present study

aims to investigate this crucial issue, with a focus on

documenting the competing influences of thermody-

namic versus dynamic climate conditions on the basin-

wise TCG frequency extremes.

Several studies have been devoted to identifying

the dominant climatic determinants and the physical

mechanisms involved in regulating TC activity, yet our

understanding on linking TCG frequency and climate

remain incomplete. Gray (1968, 1979) first established

a benchmark that relates the climatological–seasonal

frequency of TCG to a suite of necessary (but not suf-

ficient) large-scale environmental conditions. These

were grouped into thermodynamic [sea surface tem-

perature (SST), conditional instability, and midlevel

relative humidity] and dynamic (Coriolis parameter,

vertical wind shear, and relative vorticity at lower level)

conditions. These conditions are not completely in-

dependent of each other, however (Frank 1987). While

the necessary thermodynamic conditions for TCG, such

as SST . 26.58C (McBride and Zehr 1981), generally

exist over the tropical oceans for long periods of time,

dynamic conditions can change drastically on much

shorter space–time scales, thus regulating the TCG

processes (Holland 1995; Briegel and Frank 1997).

Consequently, many studies have stressed how large-

scale dynamic factors could play decisive roles in con-

trolling TCG in different basins (e.g., Lander 1994;

Holland 1995; Chen et al. 1998; Ritchie and Holland

1999;Wang and Zhou 2008; Peng et al. 2012).Within the

monsoonal environment, dynamic conditions such as

low-level relative vorticity largely determine TCG lo-

cations (e.g., Gray 1968; Frank 1987; Ritchie and

Holland 1999; Chen et al. 2006; Feng et al. 2014; Cao

et al. 2014), while in the absence of a monsoon trough,

wind shear dictates the most favorable conditions over

the North Atlantic and the eastern North Pacific

(Camargo et al. 2007). The strength and position of

subtropical highs can also help in determining the

TCG locations in some basins (Chen et al. 1998; Hsu

et al. 2014). A recent decrease in TC activity over

the western North Pacific has been detected, induced

by changing dynamic conditions, despite enhanced ther-

modynamically favorable conditions (Liu and Chan

2013).

The interannual variability of TCG is largely induced

by various modes of climate variability through modu-

lation of large-scale climate conditions (e.g., Gray 1984;

Maloney and Hartmann 2000; Camargo et al. 2007;

Klotzbach 2014). The El Niño–Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) phenomenon plays the leading role in driving

interannual variability of TCG over several tropical

basins with regionally varying impact (Camargo et al.

2010). While change in SSTs is the main thermodynamic

contributor (Gray 1984), wind shear is the main ENSO-

induced dynamic factor (Wang and Lee 2009). Over the

western Pacific, while strong ENSO-induced large-scale

climate conditions increase TC activity (e.g., Chan 1985;

Chen et al. 1998; Kim et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2016), the

annual TC number appears almost uncorrelated with

ENSO indices (Lander 1994; Wang and Chan 2002; Liu

and Chan 2013). In the eastern North Pacific, the num-

ber of intense TCs is found to be modulated by ENSO-

induced wind shear (Frank and Young 2007), while

the potential intensity (a parameter based on ther-

modynamics; Emanuel 1988) plays a secondary role

(Camargo et al. 2007). However, the overall basinwide

number of TCs does not appear to be significantly al-

tered by ENSO (Whitney and Hobgood 1997). Over the

North Atlantic, the ENSO-induced dynamic effect was

also found to be more important than the thermody-

namic effect (Goldenberg et al. 2001; Camargo et al.

2007; Klotzbach 2011). Nevertheless, some studies ar-

gued for the dominance of ambient thermodynamic in-

fluences (such as midlevel dryness and increased moist

stability) in the suppression of TC activity (Tang and

Neelin 2004; Patricola et al. 2014). In the south Indian

region, while an increase in TCs and a westward shift in

TCG locations were noted during El Niño events

(Kuleshov et al. 2008), other studies attributed such

variations to the opposing effects of upper-level west-

erlies and enhanced convection (Jury 1993). In the

South Pacific and Australian basins, the TC activity

shows varied response to ENSO-induced climate con-

ditions, such as notable spatial displacement of mean

TCG during ENSO (e.g., Nicholls 1984; Basher and

Zheng 1995; Frank and Young 2007; Kuleshov et al.

2009; Dowdy et al. 2012; Ramsay et al. 2012). However,

the total number of TCs shows only a weak relationship

(Nicholls et al. 1998). Note that differences in timing and

evolution of individual ENSOs events with respect to

the peak TC seasons could also complicate their role in

changing the seasonal TCG frequency (Chia and

Ropelewski 2002).

Based on Gray’s (1968) general theoretical approach,

many studies later refined the ingredients and developed

different empirical indices as proxies for assessing TCG

(Gray 1979; Holland 1997; Camargo et al. 2007; Tippett

et al. 2011; Emanuel and Nolan 2004). These indices

show reasonable skill in depicting the annual cycle of TC

activity and have potential to reveal the relative
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importance of various large-scale climate factors during

ENSO events (Camargo et al. 2007). However, their

limited skill in capturing basinwise estimates of TCG

frequency has made individual contributions of large-

scale climate factors rather speculative (Menkes et al.

2012; Bruyère et al. 2012). This constraint could perhaps

be due to the limited understanding of each of the in-

dividual factors and their differing relationships be-

tween basins. Recent studies also support the idea that

the large-scale dynamic and thermodynamic climate

conditions do not impact the TCG in the same way over

all basins during peak TC seasons (Gualdi et al. 2007;

Nolan and Rappin 2008).

All these issues necessitate a systematic frame-

work that could determine the individual contributions

of dynamic and thermodynamic climate conditions,

their differing relationships between basins, and their

competing impacts on regional differences in TCG

frequency during peak TC seasons. Using updated

observations and recent reanalyses, the present study

therefore provides a comprehensive analysis on how the

basinwise statistically extreme observed TCG frequency

during active TC seasons could be closely related to dis-

tinct changes in large-scale climate conditions over dif-

ferent ocean basins. This study further uses a genesis-

weighted quantitative analysis approach (Held and Zhao

2011) to reveal the competing effects of dynamic and

thermodynamic conditions.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2

outlines the various datasets and analysis methods used

in this study. Sections 3 and 4 provide a statistical eval-

uation of the relationship between observed TCG fre-

quency and changes in large-scale climate conditions.

The summary and conclusions are discussed in section 5.

2. Data and method

a. Observational and reanalysis data

We use the 6-hourly TC best-track data from the

WMO International Best Track Archive for Climate

Stewardship (IBTrACS) project (v03r08; Knapp et al.

2010; https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ibtracs). This dataset

represents the most complete collection of global TC

datasets. To ensure data reliability and a more accurate

climatology, data for the most recent 36 years (1979–

2014) are used.

Most of the climate variables analyzed here are

extracted frommonthly data of ERA-Interim (Dee et al.

2011; http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-

moda/) of resolution 1.583 1.58 for the same 36-yr pe-

riod.We also use monthly Extended Reconstructed SST

(ERSSTv4; Huang et al. 2014) of resolution 283 28

provided by NOAA (http://www.ersl.noaa.gov/psd/) for

comparison (not shown).

b. Domain and definition of TCG

The TC best-track dataset is grouped into five TC ac-

tive ocean basins, namely, western Pacific (WP), eastern

Pacific (EP), North Atlantic (NA), south Indian Ocean

(SI), and South Pacific (SP) (Fig. 1). We have excluded

the north Indian Ocean basin because TCs are in-

frequently labeled before 1990 in this best-track version.

Here, only the TCs that form within the tropical domain

of 308S–308Nare considered for this study. The number of

TCG is defined as the number of tropical storms that

exceedmaximumwind of 33kt (’17ms21). The location

of TCG is identified based on the position of the tropical

storms at which the maximum wind speed exceeds 33kt,

and the TCG distribution is computed for each 28 3 28
grid box. Based on the 36yr of TC best-track data, the

annual number ofTCGover five ocean basins is identified

(Table 1, top). Among all basins, the WP is the most ac-

tive region of TCG and experiences about one-third of all

TCs that form across the globe, while the TC interannual

coefficient of variation is highest (above 40%) over the

NA. The most active months of TCG also vary from one

basin to another. Peak TC seasons of each basin with

maximum TCG are identified based on previous work.

For example, peak TC activity typically occurs during

July–October (JASO) in the WP, July–September (JAS)

in the EP, August–October (ASO) for the NA, and

January–March (JFM) for both the SI and SP. Nearly

70%of the annual TCs formduring the peakTC season in

almost all basins (Table 1, bottom). Therefore, any no-

table change (decrease or increase) in TCG frequency

during the peak season will significantly contribute to

total TC variability at the interannual time scale.

c. Selection criteria for TCG frequency extremes

To identify the most contrasting (high and low) peak

seasons of TCG frequency extremes, an index is con-

structed based on TCG number identified per peak

season per year. For each ocean basin, the standardized

TCG number is obtained by calculating deviations from

the long-term mean and then normalizing by their own

standard deviations. A peak season of a particular ocean

basin is defined as a high TCG season (HTCG)when the

index value is $11.0 or as a low TCG season (LTCG)

when the index value is #21.0. Based on the above

criterion, all HTCG and LTCG seasons are identified

and listed in Table 2.

d. Computation of large-scale climate conditions

Various large-scale climate conditions are com-

puted here, such as vertical wind shear (VWS), relative
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vorticity (RVor), low-level rotational winds (Rwind),

maximum potential intensity (MPI), and moisture flux

convergence (MFC). VWS is defined as the magnitude of

the vector difference of winds between 200 and 850hPa:

VWS5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(u

200
2 u

850
)2 1 (y

200
2 y

850
)2

q
(1)

RVor at 850 hPa is computed using a centered fi-

nite differencing scheme, while streamfunction c is

calculated to determine the low-level Rwind at

850 hPa, where

u52
›c

›y
and y51

›c

›x
. (2)

MPI (Emanuel 1988; Holland 1997) is the theoretical

maximum intensity that TCs could reach under specific

environmental conditions and is often considered rele-

vant to quantify TC activity. Here the MPI is calculated

based on Emanuel (1988) and Bister and Emanuel

(1998):

MPI5
T
s

T
o

C
k

C
D

(CAPE
e
2CAPE

b
) , (3)

where Ts is the SST, To is the mean outflow temperature,

Ck is the exchange coefficient for enthalpy, and CD the

drag coefficient. The quantity CAPEe is the convective

available potential energy with reference to the environ-

mental sounding, and CAPEb is that of boundary layer air.

The vertically integrated (surface–700 hPa) low-level

MFC is calculated based on Seager et al. (2010):

MFC[2
1

r
w
g

ðsfc
700

= �Vq dP , (4)

where rw is the density of water, g is the gravitational

constant,V is the wind vector, q is the specific humidity,

and P is pressure.

To highlight the contrasting differences in large-scale

variables during HTCG and LTCG seasons, seasonal

anomalies of patterns are calculated by subtracting the

long-term seasonal climatology (CLIM; 1979–2014).

The spatial difference between HTCG and LTCG sea-

sons is also calculated separately. The significance of the

results is evaluated using the Student’s t test.

3. Observed changes in TCG frequency

a. Distribution of TCG frequency

Figure 2 shows the normalized time series of TCG

frequency per peak season for individual ocean basins

for the period 1979–2014. Robust interannual variations

in TCG frequency are noted in all basins. Based on the

criteria listed in section 2c, the extreme HTCG (LTCG)

seasons are shown in blue (red) bars, relative to normal

seasons (black bars). To identify their association with

ENSO, we mark the concurrent El Niño (La Niña) ep-
isodes (based on a threshold of above or below60.5 for

the oceanic Niño index) with red (blue) circles for

HTCG–LTCG seasons (listed in Table 2).

HTCG and LTCG seasons over some of the basins

show notable association with different ENSO phases,

TABLE 1. Statistics of observed TCG frequency for 1979–2014,

including (top) long-term average annual TCG number and (bot-

tom) average TCG frequency during peak seasons.

Mean annual TCG number

Basin Mean Std dev Coefficient of variation

WP 24.94 4.13 16.57

EP 16.39 4.61 28.14

NA 12.36 4.96 40.15

SI 13.17 5.04 38.28

SP 9.25 3.52 38.01

Mean TCG frequency during peak seasons

Basin

(peak season) Mean Std dev

Percent of total

annual TCs

WP (JASO) 17.17 3.44 68.9

EP (JAS) 11.31 3.64 69.0

NA (ASO) 8.33 3.71 67.4

SI (JFM) 8.47 3.81 64.3

SP (JFM) 6.92 2.92 74.8

FIG. 1. Global map of ocean basins selected for this study:WP, EP, NA, SI, and SP. No land points were considered

in the above domains.
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while the relationship is weak in other basins. A ma-

jority of HTCG (LTCG) seasons over the NA show

close association with concurrent La Niña (El Niño)
phases, while a weak but reverse relationship is no-

ticeable over the EP. In contrast, no direct association

with ENSO phases is noted over the WP during

HTCG, albeit 40% of LTCG seasons coincide with La

Niña conditions. No clear relationship is found in the

SI and SP during LTCG, although 40% of HTCG

seasons in the SP are concurrent with El Niño events.

It appears that TCG frequency over some basins is

sensitive to concurrent ENSO conditions; however,

extreme HTCG–LTCG can even occur in ENSO-

neutral conditions. Notable interdecadal variation

in TCG frequency is also noted over the WP, EP, and

NA, which could be related to a possible phase

change in other climatic modes at interdecadal time

scales (Vimont and Kossin 2007; Klotzbach and Gray

2008; Liu and Chan 2013; Caron et al. 2015), but this is

beyond the scope of this study.

b. Spatial changes in TCG frequency

Figure 3 represents the observed spatial distribution

of TCG frequency over individual ocean basins during

peak seasons, including a 36-yr climatology (Fig. 3a),

and anomalous changes during HTCG (Fig. 3b) and

LTCG (Fig. 3c) seasons, respectively. The climatolog-

ical TCG locations are mostly confined within a 108–208

TABLE 2. List of HTCG and LTCG seasons of individual ocean basins considered in this study (source: http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/

products/analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/ensoyears.shtml).

Basins (peak season) High TCG season Low TCG season

WP (JASO) 1984, 1992, 1994, 2013 1998a, 2003, 2008, 2010a, 2014

EP (JAS) 1982b, 1984, 1985, 1987b, 1992, 1994, 2009, 2014 1979, 1991b, 1996, 1999a, 2010a, 2011a

NA (ASO) 1995a, 1998a, 2000a, 2005, 2010a, 2011a, 2012 1982b, 1983, 1986b, 1992, 1994, 1997b

SI (JFM) 1986, 1989a, 1994, 2003b, 2008a 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983b

SP (JFM) 1981, 1983b, 1992b, 1997, 1998b, 2010a, 2014 1982, 1991, 1995a, 2002, 2007, 2008a, 2012

a Peak TC season that coincides with a La Niña event.
b Peak TC season that coincides with an El Niño event.

FIG. 2. Normalized time series of TCG frequency per peak seasons for individual ocean basins in the period 1979–

2014. The high (low) TCG seasons are shown in blue (red) bars, relative to normal seasons (black bars). The brown

curve shows the annual variation of normalized TCG frequency. The El Niño (La Niña) episodes (based on

a threshold of above–below of60.5 for the oceanic Niño index) that coincide with these extreme TCG seasons are

also marked with red (blue) circles.
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latitudinal belt over the EP, SI, and SP but extended

poleward in the WP and NA. The geographically di-

verse and opposite anomalous changes in TCG during

HTCG–LTCG seasons are well captured over the five

basins.Amarked longitudinally tripole pattern of anom-

alously high–low–high (low–high–low) TCG is observed

during HTCG (LTCG) over the WP. Considerable en-

hancement (reduction) in TCG is noted around the

main development region of the EP (108–208N, 1358–
908W) and the NA (108–208N, 608–158W) during HTCG

(LTCG) seasons. Over the SI, the locations of enhanced

genesis are mainly observed around the central part and

near the western coast of Australia during HTCG,

while a systematic TCG decrease can be seen over the

mean genesis locations during LTCG seasons. Over the

SP, enhanced TCG is observed near the Australian

continent and east of the date line extending up to

1408W, in possible association with El Niño (Fig. 2e),

consistent with previous studies (Kuleshov et al. 2008).

However, TCG was largely reduced within most parts

of the climatologically defined genesis domain during

LTCG seasons.

Figure 4 displays the anomalous zonal (Fig. 4a) and

meridional (Fig. 4b) shift of genesis locations during

HTCG (blue) and LTCG (red) compared to climato-

logical mean genesis location (black). Over the WP,

enhanced TCG is noted both in the east and west parts

of the climatological mean TCG locations during

HTCG seasons, though TCG is largely reduced east of

1408E during LTCG, consistent with La Niña events

(Chan 2000; Chia and Ropelewski 2002). Prominent

TCG enhancement is also evident with a slight west-

ward shift of the mean genesis location over the EP

during HTCG. Similar substantial enhancement of

TCG is noted in the main development region of the

NA. An anomalous increase in TCG can be seen in the

FIG. 3. Composite of observed spatial distribution of (left) TCG climatology (Clim) over individual ocean basins per 28 3 28 grid box for
peak seasons averaged over entire period (1979–2014) and for (center) anomalously high and (right) low TCG seasons. The number of

peak TC seasons considered is shown in parentheses.
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central part (558–858E) of the SI and to the east of

1708W of the SP basin during HTCG seasons, as evi-

dent in Fig. 3b. In addition, a prominent equatorward

displacement of TCG can been noted in the EP, SI,

and SP during HTCG, compared to its mean position

(Fig. 4b). However, no clear latitudinal change in

enhanced TCG is noted in the NA during HTCG

seasons.

Regarding the geographical shifts in the spatial

patterns of TCG between high and low years, there are

FIG. 4. Climatological distribution of TCG frequency (CLIM; black), and anomalous change during high seasons

(HTCG; blue) and low seasons (LTCG; red): (left) averaged over 58–258 latitudes as a function of longitude and

(right) averaged over individual ocean basin longitudes as a function of latitude.
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some similarities to the shifts associated with ENSO

(Camargo et al. 2010) but some important differences

also. Similarities include over the EP, where El Niño
typically leads to a westward shift (Irwin and Davis

1999; Collins and Mason 2000; Chu and Zhao 2007),

similar to the HTCG anomaly pattern. In the SP, El

Niño causes an eastward movement in TCG formation

regions, as also seen in the HTCG pattern, although

the shift associated with El Niño is more equatorward

than that associated with HTCG seasons. Other dif-

ferences include over the SI basin, where El Niño
usually leads to a westward shift (Kuleshov et al.

2009), whereas HTCG indicates rather a basinwide

increase.

Next, we examine a suite of large-scale dynamic and

thermodynamic conditions that are believed to affect

TCG frequency, followed by the quantification of their

potential contributions.

4. Large-scale climate conditions associated with
TCG frequency extremes

a. Spatial changes in dynamic climate conditions

Figure 5 shows the composited VWS for climatology

(Fig. 5a, shaded) overlain with the spatial distribution of

TCG (black contour, as in Fig. 3), anomalies during

HTCG (Fig. 5b) and LTCG (Fig. 5c) seasons, and their

difference (Fig. 5d) superimposed with enhanced (blue

contour) or reduced (red contour) TCG frequency

changes in individual ocean basins, respectively. The

overall TCG distribution is mostly collocated within

weak VWS (less than about 10ms21) regions, except

over the NA where the main formation region appears

to overlap a region of much higher VWS. During

HTCG, anomalously weak VWS coincides with the

enhanced TCG locations, while the opposite situation is

evident during LTCG seasons over almost all five ocean

FIG. 5. Composite of large-scale VWS (m s21; color shaded) of (a) long-term CLIM superimposed with observed spatial distribution of

TCG (black contour), anomalous changes during (b) HTCG and (c) LTCG seasons and (d) the difference between HTCG and LTCG

(HTCG2 LTCG) over individual ocean basins. The VWS values significant above 95% confidence level are marked with dots. Similar to

Fig. 2, the enhanced (reduced) TCG frequency is overlaid with blue (red) contours.
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basins. The SP appears to be an exception, where the

southern part of reduced TCG overlies with weak VWS.

The difference between HTCG and LTCG further

shows the presence of statistically significant weak VWS

almost collocated with enhanced TCG, emphasizing the

dominant role of seasonal VWS for this asymmetry in

TCG frequency during peak TC seasons.

Previous studies found that the mean position and

strength of seasonal large-scale circulation can sub-

stantially regulate the TC formation rate during peak

seasons. Similarly to Fig. 5, the seasonal composites of

geopotential height (GPH) at 850 hPa (shaded) and low-

level (850 hPa) large-scale rotational wind (vectors) are

shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In the WP, SP, and

SI, the westerlies and associatedmonsoon trough are the

main components of the seasonal wind circulation,

forming a confluence zone that provides an ideal envi-

ronment for TC formation (Briegel and Frank 1997;

Ritchie and Holland 1999). In contrast, the easterly

trades dominate over the EP, and the subtropical highs

occupy the majority of the NA basin. During HTCG

seasons (Figs. 6b and 7b), strengthening of the anoma-

lous cyclonic circulation and concomitant negativeGPH

anomaly is evident over most parts of the tropical ba-

sins, providing conditions conducive for TC formation.

The circulation features are essentially opposite during

LTCG seasons (Figs. 6c and 7c), contributing toward

overall suppression of TC formation. In particular,

significantly strong cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation

anomalies are noticeable coexisting with enhanced

(reduced) TCG over the WP, NA, SI, and SP during

HTCG (LTCG) seasons.

Concomitant large-scale low-level cyclonic (anticy-

clonic) vorticity (Fig. 8) is noticeable in association with

anomalously strong low-level westerlies (easterlies) in

the enhanced (suppressed) TCG locations over most of

the basins, in particular over the SP, but is slightly am-

biguous over the EP. These results indicate that signifi-

cant weakening (strengthening) of the climatological

subtropical high over the central Pacific (northwest

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for GPH (m; color shaded) at 850 hPa. Here climatological lows (highs) are denoted as L (H).
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Atlantic) may favor TCG over the WP (NA). Simi-

larly, enhanced TCG over the EP is linked with

anomalous strengthening of the climatological sub-

tropical high in the northwest Atlantic, consistent with

anomalous weakening of the subtropical ridge over

the northwest Pacific. Conversely, during LTCG sea-

sons, the low-level anomalous anticyclonic circulation

may further be facilitated by the anomalous equator-

ward extent of the subtropical high that could enhance

tropical easterly anomalies. This could substantially

amplify the VWS, which potentially suppresses con-

vective activity, leading to a large reduction in the

TCG frequency over the respective ocean basins. As a

result, the monsoon trough becomes much weaker

over the WP, SI, and SP, leading to very low TC ac-

tivity. In contrast, the subtropical high tends to be

much weaker and more poleward during HTCG. Its

influence is less pronounced on the tropical winds, and

equatorial westerlies could penetrate more north-

eastward, resulting in a stronger monsoon trough and

favorable conditions for TCGs. Therefore, the com-

bined effect of the large-scale tropical circulation and

subtropical high may explain the TCG extremes in

most of the basins.

The changes in the large-scale conditions are also

directly linked with upward mass flux (Held and Zhao

2011) that show close association with the global-scale

changes in TCG frequency (Fig. S1 in the supplemental

material). The climatological distribution of TCG

generally follows the large-scale midtroposphere as-

cending vertical motion (v at 500 hPa; negative values

represent ascending motion). During HTCG an anom-

alous increase in TCG (blue contour) mostly occurs

within the basinwide ascending anomalies indicated by

significantly negative anomalies of v over most of the

basins. The spatial distribution of reduced TCG cor-

responds reasonably well with the regions of enhanced

midtroposphere vertical descent during LTCG, with

weak association in some parts of the WP, SP, and SI.

It is important to note here that the ascending v at

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but for low-level Rwind (m s21; vectors).
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500 hPa in fact reflects the amount of convection and

thus the occurrences of TCs also. However, the frac-

tional contribution of TCs to the mean upward motion

(which is comparable to their fractional contribu-

tion to rainfall) is quite small (3%–7%) in nearly all

the major genesis basins (e.g., Jiang and Zipser

2010). A reasonable coherent relationship with the

changes in other dynamic conditions thus supports

the idea that upward mass flux could play a critical

role in modulating TCG frequency over tropical

ocean basins in association with the tropical atmo-

spheric circulation.

The above results suggest that substantial varia-

tions in large-scale dynamic conditions have impor-

tant influences in modulating TCG frequency over

individual basins, but with significant differences in

regional controls from basin to basin. Since such

changes in dynamic conditions may not be in-

dependent of the changes in thermodynamic condi-

tions (Frank 1987), the influence of large-scale

thermodynamic conditions on TCG frequency is

discussed next.

b. Spatial changes in thermodynamic climate
conditions

The seasonal composites of SST are presented in

Fig. 9. Given that high SST is important for TCG (Dare

and McBride 2011), it is evident that the seasonal dis-

tributions of TCG over different ocean basins are es-

sentially confined to the regions of SST above 26.58C,
consistent with the existing theories. Basinwide anom-

alous warming (cooling) is observed over the EP and

NA basins during HTCG (LTCG) seasons, in close as-

sociation with concurrent ENSO events (Figs. 2b,c).

Such significant positive (negative) changes in SST

anomaly further induce (reduce) favorable (unfavor-

able) environmental conditions for TCG, consistent

with locations of enhanced (reduced) TCG during

HTCG (LTCG). However, such close association be-

tween local SST variation and TCG is surprisingly

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 5, but for low-level RVor at 850 hPa (1025 s21; color shaded).
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missing in other ocean basins. Over the SI, the SST is

anomalously negative in some part of the enhanced

TCG regions (except near western Australia); however,

the difference shows an anomalously weak warming

north of 158S, which could provide some positive impact

on TCG frequency. Over the WP, the local SST is

anomalously negative in the vicinity of enhanced TCG

during HTCG, while the anomalous increase in local

SST is associated with decreased TCG over the WP

during LTCG. This suggests that the local variation in

seasonal SST may have relatively small or negligible

contributions toward modulating TCG frequency over

theWP, consistent with previous studies (Chan and Liu

2004; Vecchi and Soden 2007). However, relatively

cooler SST can also be seen east of 1508E near the

equatorial central Pacific region as 40% of LTCG

seasons in the WP, concurrent with La Niña events

(Fig. 2a). Such remote changes in SST may partly in-

fluence the existing dynamic factors conducive for TCG

frequency change (Chia and Ropelewski 2002). Similar

to the WP, no coherent relationship is observed be-

tween enhanced (reduced) TCG and local SST over the

SP during the extreme TCG seasons. Such a relatively

weak relationship between local SST and TCG fre-

quency indicates that the changes in local SST may be

of minor importance to observed changes in TCG fre-

quency over the SP basin as well. It may be anticipated

that the asymmetric migration of the monsoon trough,

along with anomalous shift of the subtropical high

(Figs. 6 and 7), could play vital roles in inducing large-

scale dynamic conditions favorable for TCG over these

basins. Nonetheless, warm SST anomalies east of 1708W
and near the central–eastern equatorial Pacific are ev-

ident, as ;40% of HTCG seasons over the SP are

concomitant with El Niño events (Fig. 2e). Such an

extended anomalous warmwater region could remotely

contribute to the equatorward displacement in TCG

during HTCG (Fig. 4). The seasonal changes in mid-

level RH during HTCG and LTCGwere also compared

with TCG variations but found to be inconsistent

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 5, but for SST (8C; color shaded).
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between basins (Fig. S2 in the supplemental material).

The enhanced TCG are associated with higher RH in

some basins (EP, NA, and SI), but no direct association

could be found in the WP and SP, especially during

LTCG seasons. This suggests that the variation in

midlevel RH is likely to play only a secondary role in

controlling TCG frequency.

There are well-known associations betweenMPI and

SST (Vecchi and Soden 2007), and MPI is also found

closely related to the observed TC intensity (Holland

1997). To find out its relationship with TCG frequency,

we examine the seasonal distribution of MPI (Fig. 10).

Climatological high MPI values of roughly 70m s21

(Fig. 10a) are evident coexisting with the mean TCG in

almost all basins. During HTCG (Fig. 10b), a signifi-

cant positive MPI anomaly is noted over the EP and

NA and at latitudes equatorward of about 108S in the SI
in the areas of enhanced TCG, indicating that MPI

favors promoting TCG over these basins. In contrast,

the MPI is anomalously negative over the locations of

enhanced TCG in the WP and SP, indicating that there

is almost no relationship between local MPI and TCG

frequency in these basins, consistent with SST changes

(Fig. 9b).

The mean-flow-driven low-level MFC could be an-

other environmental factor that combines both the

effects of large-scale converging winds and moisture

advection (Neelin and Held 1987). Thus, MFC has the

potential to influence the variation in TCG frequency.

The spatial distribution of low-level MFC is shown in

Fig. 11. The TCG is located roughly 58 latitude pole-

ward of the near-equatorial longitudinal belt of

climatological MFC maxima in most ocean basins

(Fig. 11a). During HTCG (Fig. 11b), anomalously in-

creased TCG is nearly collocated with enhanced MFC

anomalies over most of the basins, except over the EP,

possibly due to a weak association with the large-scale

relative vorticity (Fig. 8b). A strong latitudinal gradient

of MFC is noted over the SP during HTCG, coupled

with enhanced warming (Fig. 9b) and concomitant with

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 5, but for MPI (m s21; color shaded).
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the eastward migration of enhanced TCG. Similarly,

the reduced TCG corresponds reasonably well with the

regions of reduced MFC during LTCG (Fig. 11c), ex-

cept over the central part of the SI, and poleward of

TCG locations in the WP and SP. Although the direct

association between midlevel RH and TCG frequency

in most parts of the WP and SP is opposite to that ex-

pected, the positive MFC anomalies over TCG loca-

tions could considerably amplify the likelihood of TCG

by allowing large-scale moisture advection through

anomalously strong low-level convergence (Fig. 7d).

These results suggest that the MFC may have a posi-

tive impact on TCG frequency over most of the

ocean basins, largely driven by the associated dynamic

conditions.

Table 3 summarizes the large-scale climate conditions

and their corresponding anomalous change in sign over

the genesis locations during HTCG and LTCG. It shows

that there are some differences between basins in the

sign of the influence of the various parameters. For

instance, for the WP, while it is not surprising that TC

formation is favored by decreased VWS, cyclonic low-

level winds, increased vorticity, more upward vertical

velocity, and MFC, the negative relationship with SST

and MPI is more surprising. Note that in this basin,

midlevel RH does not appear to affect TC formation

rates between high and low seasons. In contrast, basins

that are strongly influenced by ENSO (e.g., the EP and

NA) have increased TC numbers with increased SST

and MPI and also have higher RH during HTG seasons

(figure not shown). Relationships between TCG and

SST (as well as MPI) are also quite ambiguous in the

WP, SP, and SI basins.

c. Quantification of genesis-weighted changes in
large-scale climate conditions

It is crucial to quantify the distinct competing effects

of potentially relevant large-scale climate conditions on

TCG frequency. Therefore, we computed the genesis-

weighted changes in different climate conditions during

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 5, but for low-level (surface–700 hPa) MFC (mmday21; color shaded).
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HTCG and LTCG, following the method of Held and

Zhao (2011). We define an average in which any large-

scale climate conditionA given as a spatial and seasonal

mean over TCG locations is weighted by the spatial

pattern of TCG G:

hAi
G
[

A3G

G
, (5)

where the overbar indicates the average over the peak

season. The genesis weighting provides a compact way

of defining the direction of the change in the most rel-

evant large-scale climate conditions over particular

TCG regions. The fractional changes hdAiG/hAiG in the

genesis-weighted climate variables are calculated, area-

averaged over the genesis location during HTCG and

LTCG seasons compared to climatology (Fig. 12).

TABLE 3. Summary of large-scale climate conditions used and their corresponding change in sign over TCG location. Here, C (A) denotes

cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation.

Ocean basins

Environmental variables and their corresponding change in sign

HTCG/LTCG VWS Wind rotation (850 hPa) RVor (850 hPa) v (500 hPa) SST RH MPI MFC

WP HTCG 2 C 1 2 2 1 2 1
LTCG 1 A 2 1 1 1 1 2

EP HTCG 2 C 1 2 1 1 1 1
LTCG 1 A 2 1 2 2 2 2

NA HTCG 2 C 1 2 1 1 1 1
LTCG 1 A 2 1 2 2 2 2

SI HTCG 2 C 2 (1SH) 2 2 1 1 1
LTCG 1 A 1 (2SH) 1 2 2 2 2

SP HTCG 2 C 2 (1SH) 2 1 2 2 1
LTCG 1 A 1 (2SH) 1 1 1 1 2

FIG. 12. Fractional changes in TC genesis-weighted large-scale dynamic and thermodynamic climate conditions averaged over indi-

vidual ocean basins for HTCG (blue) and LTCG (red) seasons, respectively. The values significant above the 95% confidence level are

marked with asterisks.
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Distinct regional differences in the genesis-weighted

fractional change in large-scale conditions are noted

among the basins, consistent with the above analyses.

The genesis-weighted dynamic conditions exhibit a

high variation ranging from 5% to 80% relative change,

while changes in genesis-weighted thermodynamic

conditions show roughly 0.5%–5.5% change among the

basins but are still significant in some regions. Over the

WP, the enhanced (suppressed) TCG frequency during

HTCG (LTCG) can be primarily attributed to an

approximately210% (110%) change inVWS (Fig. 12a),

along with a 120% (240%) change in low-level RVor

(Fig. 12b) and a 22% (25%) increase in convective ac-

tivity (Fig. 12c), accompanying an 8%–10% change in

MFC over TCG locations. However, the sign of the

changes in genesis-weighted SST (Fig. 12d), MPI

(Fig. 12e), and RH (Fig. 12f) are inconsistent between

basins with the changes in TC formation rate. The vari-

able with the most consistent relationship with genesis-

weighted TC formation is VWS, where in all basins the

TC formation rate increases with lower VWS and de-

creases with greater VWS. Almost all of these VWS

changes are statistically significant above the 95% confi-

dence level. The next strongest relationships are with

MFC and RVor, where the signs are also consistent

across basins but slightly less significant than VWS. In

contrast, the signs are not consistent for SST, RH, and

MPI. This indicates that the local changes in thermody-

namic conditions do not necessarily control the changes

in TC formation rate at seasonal time scales. Regionally,

the relative contributions of dynamic and thermodynamic

conditions vary significantly. Over the WP, dynamic

conditions dominate, as they do over the SP, where RVor

could be considered the most dominant factor for the

contrast in TC formation rate, with almost 180%

(240%) relative change during HTCG (LTCG). Con-

versely, the changes inTC formation rate over theEPand

NA are influenced by a combination of dynamic and

thermodynamic changes, although RVor plays the least

role over the EP. Over the SI, although the fractional

changes in SST are negative during HTCG, the increase

in midlevel RH and MPI in combination with signifi-

cantly weaker VWS could enhance MFC (113%),

providing a favorable environment for high TC forma-

tion. Overall, the changes in observed TC formation rate

over the WP and SP can be primarily attributed to the

changes in dynamic conditions only, while TCG fre-

quency over the rest of the basins depends on the

combination of both the large-scale dynamic and

thermodynamic changes. However, it is also important

to remember that all these climate conditions are ac-

tually correlated and therefore do not regulate TCG

frequency independently (Frank 1987). To distinguish

their associations during TCG extremes, sensitivity

experiments using numerical models will be necessary

and will be addressed in a future study.

5. Discussion and concluding remarks

A theoretical foundation that can estimate the ob-

served changes in TCG frequency from the mean cli-

mate state is still elusive. To fill this gap, the present

study attempts to provide a comprehensive summary

of how the extreme high–low variability of the TCG

frequency during peak seasons over different ocean

basins is strongly interrelated to the distinct changes

in large-scale climate conditions at regional scales.

Investigations are particularly focused on addressing

the competing influence of large-scale dynamic ver-

sus thermodynamic climate conditions on observed

changes in TC formation rate during contrasting peak

seasons.

Based on the observed IBTrACS data, we identified

peak TC seasons of significantly high and low TCG

frequency for five major ocean basins, namely, western

Pacific (WP), eastern Pacific (EP), North Atlantic

(NA), south Indian Ocean (SI), and South Pacific

(SP), and their spatial TCG changes are noted. To

investigate the physical causes behind these observed

changes in TCG frequency, composites of various

potentially relevant large-scale dynamic conditions

(such as vertical wind shear, low-level relative vorticity,

low-level rotational wind, midtroposphere v) and

thermodynamic conditions (such as SST, midlevel rel-

ative humidity and maximum potential intensity),

along with vertically integrated moisture flux conver-

gence are analyzed. Statistically significant and region-

ally differing changes in specific large-scale dynamic

and thermodynamic conditions are noted concomitant

with the spatial changes in the extreme seasons of TCG

frequency over different basins. To summarize the

competing individual contributions of the large-scale

climate conditions on the distinct regional differences in

the TCG, a quantitative approach based on genesis-

weighted fractional change has been formulated. Re-

sults from the analyses indicate that large-scale vertical

wind shear could be considered as one of the dominant

dynamic factors controlling the TCG frequency. The

low-level relative vorticity is also regionally important

over theWP, NA, and SI, and in particular it is the most

dominant factor over the SP. In contrast, the signs of the

changes in genesis-weighted SST, relative humidity, and

maximum potential intensity are inconsistent with the

changes in TC formation rate over both the WP and

SP basins, where it might be expected from previ-

ous work that these variables would be positively
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correlated with TCG. This supports the idea that the

local changes in thermodynamic conditions do not

necessarily control the changes in TC formation rate

over WP and SP during peak seasons. In particular, the

results suggest that the variations in the large-scale

dynamic conditions are in fact indispensable for the

contrasting changes in TCG frequency over these two

basins, while a combination of both dynamic and ther-

modynamic climate conditions is necessary for the

contrasting changes in TCG frequency over other ba-

sins during TC active seasons. Such a distinctive asso-

ciation between large-scale climate and TC formation

rate in different basins also highlights the issue of re-

formulating the existing empirical TC genesis potential

indices for assessing changes in TCG frequency over

individual basins.

The results shown here are relevant to the develop-

ment of a climate theory of tropical cyclone formation,

if such a theory is ever convincingly demonstrated.

Presumably, a consistent theory would have similar

relationships in all TC formation regions between

values of large-scale climate variables and the rate of

tropical cyclone formation. The fact that some of the

variables examined here appear to have inconsistent

relationships with TC formation between the various

formation regions suggests that these particular vari-

ables may not form an important part of such a climate

theory. Alternatively, this inconsistency could be

caused by some variables only having a threshold re-

lationship to TC formation. For instance, relative hu-

midity is one of the variables shown here to have

inconsistent relationships with TC formation between

the basins (Fig. 12), and some previous work has im-

plied that this variable only has a threshold relation-

ship with TC formation (e.g., Bruyère et al. 2012;

Dowdy et al. 2012). This would imply that values of

such variables would have a weaker relationship to

variations in TC formation rate, where values of vari-

ables beyond a defined threshold do not increase the

likelihood of cyclogenesis. Furthermore, most of the

recent genesis indices do not consider the distinct

contributions of the dynamic and thermodynamic

conditions over different basins, which may degrade

the indices’ capacity to replicate the observed in-

terannual variability of TCG frequency (e.g., Bruyère
et al. 2012). Therefore, the present study points out

that revision of the existing indices could be necessary

by utilizing a few large-scale predictors, depending on

their independent contributions on modulating TCG

frequency over individual basins. This concept was not

explicitly tested here, however.

Nevertheless, the results from this study provide a

global summary of the crucial climate links with the

contrasting TCG frequency at regional scales and may

have implications for the formulations of empirical indices

for estimating TCG frequency over individual basins.
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